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PREFACE

This note was prepared for the Office of Policy Development and

Research, U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (UUl;. It
presents a plan for analyzing eligibility and participation in both

sites of the Housing Assistance Supply Experiment (HASE).

The llASE data base offers an unprecedented opportuni-ty to jointly

and dynamically study eligibility and parti-cipacion. We have ti-me-

seri-es data on participants from housing allowance program records and

on nonparticipants from the annual survey of households.

This note attempts to j-dentify the important policy issues con-

cerning eligibility and participation, and to develop a framework for
analyzing them. Methodological details will emerge as the research

proceeds.

fra S. Lowry rlviewed a draft of this note. Lenda Walker , Eleanor

Haggerty, and Jan Neurman prepared the draft typescript. Joan Pederson

was the production typist. Linda Colbert edited the final draft, and

Charlotte Cox supervised its publication.
This note was prepared pursuant to HUD Contract H-1789, Task 2.L6.6.

Unless otherwise indicated, working Notes. are intend.ed only to-transmit preliminary results to a Rand sponsor'

Untike Rand Reports, th:,:/";;;;;i';luieii-t. stanoira Rand'pe.er-review and editorial processes' views or conclu'

sions expressed herein ;'";';"'fii;tii,;li.h."y4;ilt nciesshritv represent the op,nions of Rand orthe sponsor-

ing agency. Working N"it!'#rv'"lji]" o'itiii5rieo witnout the Spproval of the sponsoring agencv'
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SIJMI'IARY

Analysis of the first two years of program data and the first two

\^/aves of landlord and household interviews conducted as part of the

Housilg Assistance Supply Experiment indicates that the program helps

participants but has little effect on others. That evidence emphasizes

our need Eo know who the program helps, who it misses, and why.

The research proposed here will describe the population of eligible
households, contrasting their characteristlcs with those of inellgible
households, and measure the participation of eligibles in the allowance
program over time. We will then determine why households participate
as they do by modeling the steps of participation individually. Dif-
ferences in benefits and costs should explain differential participation
by household type. Finallyr w€ will link the individual models to pre-

dict overall participation rates, especially at steady state.
To track households as they move into and out of eligibility and

the allowance program, we will divide the population into four states:
(1) not eligible for the program; (2) e1igib1e, not enrolled; (3) en-

rolled, not receiving payments; and (4) enrolled, receiving payments.

The research will estimate the number of households in ea.ch state at
different times, flows of households betweer states, and the distribu-
tion of durations of stay in each state.

The proposed research will draw on the four annual surveys of house-

holds in each site and five years of allowance program data, Uslng sur-
vey data, we will model the decision to apply to the program and estlmate
the population of eligible households (the denominator of participation
rates) at various times. In addition, the movement of households into
and out of eligibility, imperfectly observed from survey data, will help

explain why participation rates are currently less than 50 percent.

Allowance program records of all client transactions are an extremely rich
source of data on program operations.
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I
I. INTRODUCTION

The Housing Assistance Supply Experiment (HASE) is part of the

exper Lmental housing allowance program begun in L912 by the Office of
Policy l)evelopment and Research, U.S. Department of Housing and Urban

Development (HUD). 'l'he experiment entails operating a fullscale a1low-

ance program in two metropolitan sites (Bror^m County, Wisconsin, and

St. .Ioseph County, Indiana) , and monitoring market responses and program

operations for about five years. The allowance program is designed to
enable low-income households to afford decent, safe, and sanitary hous-

ing. Eligibility and partici-pation research examines how well that
program serves the needy population.

Participation rates below 50 percent have led many to ask who is
not participating and why. The dynamics of participation are such that
the part icipati-on rate cannot reach 100 percent for any conceivable
poptrlation, and it will reach only 50 percent in the allowance program

sites, according to a recent study.* Because households are continually
moving into and out of eligibility and do not enroll the instant they

become eligible, some will always be eligible but unenrolled. The

amount of time a household spends eligible and enrolled relative to

the time it is eligible measures the degree of participation.
If trouseholds with zero or 1ow degrees of participation have the

lowest allowance entitlements or shortest duration of eligibility, then

they are also the least needy by program standards. But if some of the

neediest households participate least, then we should know how their
knowledge, aLtitudes, liousehold characteristics, and housing conditions
interact with program design and operations to inhibit their participa-
tion. We plan to thoroughly study how the housing allowance program

eliciLs clifl-erent participation by household type and need. Using those

findings, v/e expect to make policy recommendations for improving program

effectiveness.

C. Peter Rydell , John E. Mulford, and Lawrence Kozjmor, Dynttn'Lcs
of l',trti.aipation in a Housing Allouanae Program, The Rand Corporation,
WN-10200-HUD, June 1978.
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Oners perception of housing problems influences his interpretation
of Lhe goal of affordable housing for everyone, and also his expecta-

tions of the effect of a housing allowance program. One view is that
most low-income households consume enough housing but are overburdened

by the required expenditure. The opposite view is that those households

underconsume by occupying inadequate dwellings. Under the former belief,
program designers would not try to force increases in housing expendi-

tures with earmarking; rather, they would simply try to relieve strained
budgets. Under the latter, one might either use earmarking Eo force
increases in housing expenditures for participants or rely on the income

effect, reasoning that underconsumlng households desire more housing but

simply lack the income to pay for it.
Program housing standards may increase consumption by giving an

incenti-ve to leave or repair substandard housing. However, because of

its standards, the program may differentially benefit those already

living in acceptable or almost acceptable housing rather than those in
seriously subslandard housing. Those most needing budgetary relief
because they spend so much on housing are more I ikely to live in standard

or near-standard housing than eligible but less burdened households.

Overburdened households that joln the program need make only modest in-
creases 1n housing consumption to have their burden r:e1ieved. Those

most needlng improved housing must surmount the hurdle of housing stan-
dards. If they cannot or choose not to improve their housing, they will
not benefit from the program.

If the housing standards are viewed as a way of limiting benefits
to those whose housing is inadequate, then the above result is not

perverse, just unfortunate. But if the standards are expected to in-
crease the housing consumption of an underconsuming needy population,

then they may have the perverse effect of helping the overburdened more

than the underconsuming. To test that hypottresis, we wiLl ;rnalyze the

effects of both housing expenditures and housing quality on participa-
tion decisions.

The HASE data base offers an unprecedented opportunity to jointly
and dynamically study eligibility and participation. Others havt'

studied participants in government transfer programs buI havr'lar:ked

t
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data on nonparticipants. Avallable data on nonparticipants have

usually been cross-section.l.n* We have ti-me-series data on partici-
pants from allowance program records and on nonparticlpants from the

annual survey of households.

Because households move into and out of both ellgibility and the

allowance program, our study w111 lnclude the entlre populatlon divlded
into four groups: (1) not ellgible for the program (NE); (2) eligible,
not enrolled (ENE); (3) enroI1ed, not receivtng payments (ENRP); and

(4) enrolled, receiving payments (ERP). Uslng the four-state accountlng

framework we will

o Count the number of households in states 3 and 4 for each of
the flrst four years of the allowance program in each site,
and estimate the number of households in states 1 and 2 for
the first three years (we may extrapolate for the fourth year).
Estimate the flow rate of households between states, and their
duration in each. The nine flows are shovrn. as arrows in Flg. 1.

Study the relationships between household characteristics, flow
rates, and the probability of a household belng in a particu-
lar state at a particular time.

Estimate the number of households per state and flow rates under

steady-state condiEions in order to estimate the cost of a slm-
j-lar housing allowance program elsewhere. The effect of pro-

gram startup w111 distort our observations of the states in
the early years; we will therefore explicitly model the effect
of time since program inception on the state distribution and

**)t
f lorv rates .

See, for example, C. Peter Rydell and others, Welfare Caseload
Dynonics in Neu Iork Ctty, The Rand Corporatlon, R-1441-MC, October
l-974.

,( Jr

See, for example, David I"1 . de Ferranti and others, TVrc tlelfate
and. Nonuelfare Poor in Neu lork Ci.tg, The Rand Corporation, R-1381-MC,
June 1974.

Thls effect will presumably diminish rapidly so that the extrap-
olation to the limit will lnvolve only small changes from the observa-
tions of the last data year. However, our observations will also be

o

o

o

!
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INOT ELIGIBLE

ELIGIBLE, NOT ENROLLED

/

7

ENROLLED, NOT RECElVING PAYMENTS

/

/

ENROLLED, RECElVING PAYMENTS

Fig. 1 
- 

Eligibility and participation states and flows

o Construct a model capable of estimating the effect mirrginirl
changes in program eligibility standards and beneFits lurve on

steady-state participation rates.

I,Je will use the household survey data to estimate the size of the
eligible and ineligible groups at the time of each survey, and the rate
aE which i-ndividuals move between the two" Housing allowance office
(HAO) data give the number of people in each enrolled state, and the

e1igib1e, unenrolled group is calculated as the resi-dual of the esti-
mated eligible population. Participation rates will be estimated from

distorted by 1ocal fluctuations in employment that have occurred or
will occur during the period. We plan no expl ic- it motl eLing of tlt:rt
ef f ect, so our sterady-staIe est j-mates wil] (:orresp()ncl to orrly Llre ob-
served portlon <lf the local employment cycle.
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a hreighted average of (f) the ratio of the number of program particl-
pants (known from HAO data) to the estimated size of the eliglble popu-

*
lation and (2) participatlon rates derived from partieipation models.

We will dissaggregate all counts, flows, and duratlons by house-

hold characterlstj.c and break out groups of speclal interest to H[ID,

such as the elderly, minorj-ties, welfare recipients, renters, and home-

owners. Moreover, our models will explicitly conslder whether the
groups of interest to HUD have characteristics or behavior that differ-
entiate thelr particlpatj-on patterns. Whenever the disslmilaritles are

important, we will include dummy variables for each group and test for
interactlons between explanatory variables and the groups.

We expect single models that include all groups to be beEter than

separate models for each group. If, as hypotheslzed, some explanatory
variables have exactly the same effect in each group, the most statisti--
cal1y efflcient estirnator of the effect can be obtalned from a joint
model . f.n addition, inadequate sample slze r,v-i11 preclude a reliable
estimate of the hypothesized different effects of other variables.
Here ls the classical dllernma- of the tradeoff between the blas ard vari-
ance of different statlstical estimators. The random error ln the
estlmate of the regression coefficlent due to the smaller sample slze

will sometimes exceed the bj-as introduced by assumlng that the regres-
slon coefficlent is the same for each group.

*
We will calculate separate participation rates for the two levels

of participation--enrolled, not receiving payments; and enrolled, re-
celving payments.
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II. ELIGIBILITY

OVERVIEW

The number and characterlstlcs of eligible trouseholds are trasic

for modellng participation. But membership in the pool of e1 igibles
turns over as individual households change status; and the size of
the pool may change if inflows and outflows are imbalanced. We need

careful measurements of the size and composition of the poo1, how it
changes during the experiment, and how individual households enter and

leave it.
Our analysls of the household surveys i-n both site"" shored th"

number of eligible households at baseline and who they were. About 20

percent of all households in each site were eligib1e. Young couples

with young children, single heads of household with ch1ldren, elderly
singles, and elderly couples constituted 85 percent of the eligible
households but only about 50 percent of all households in each site.
Eligible owners slightly outnumbered eligible renters in Brovrn County;

in St. Joseph County the ratio was more than 2 to 1.

We will expand the basic profile of the eligible population to
consider degree of eligibility (or ineligibility) and housing condi-

tion. In addition, \^/e will explore more fully how eligibility changes

over time and how those changes affect a householdts need for housing

assistance. Finally, we will reflect on the appropriateness of the

eligibility rules and entirlernent formula in light of our findings.
We will look at the distribution of adjusted gross income by

household size to see how the choice of .R'* affects ttre number of e1i-
JJ

gibles. If many households are bunched around the eligibility cutoff,
the pool of eligibles will change consider:ably with changes in -Rx, and

our estimaLes of the number of eligibles will be subject to large errors.

For details, see Lawrence I,l . Kozimor: , ELi.,1ibt/it.q aru1 L|rLrol. l.merLL

in the Housirug Allouanee Proqram: Broun rmrl. St. ,l ose:1tlL (;rn,ltl.'i tt:t l.lLrr.n.ri1l,L

Yean 2, The Rand Corporation, WN-9816-HUD, August 197U.
J.J

.R* is the standard cost of adequate housing, as defined by pro-
gram regulatlons.
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(

Our analysis of particlpatlon behavior will show whether those close

to the cutoff are likely to participate.
I^Ie will develop measures of houslng condl-tions, compare them for

eligibles and near-ellglbles over tlme, and assess how housi-ng prob-

lems dlvlde beEween overburden and underconsumption. Measures of

housing condition should lnclude space and quality dimenslons. To

retai-n comparability between data sources, we seek measures that can

be computed from either household or HAO data.

We will estimate changes in and durations of ellglbillty for house-

holds by their characteristlcs and examlne the resultlng changes in slze
and composition of the pool of ellglbIes. Comparlsons of indlvidual
households across survey lraves will yield changes in income for non-

movers.

Since changes in employment. appear to cause nost changes ln e1i-
gibility status, we hope to be able to use the household surveyrs job

history grid for those who have just moved into our sample to estimate

their eligibility status for earlier waves (when they were not sampled).

That procedure should allow us to estimate changes ln eligibility for
movers as well as nonmovers. To estimate its accuracy, we will compare

nonmoversr actual eligibility at baselj-ne with estimates of their ell-
glbility based on wave 2 data. The extent of incomplete and inconsistent
job history data is not yet knovrn, but it may limit the procedurets re-
liability or even make it infeasible.

Based on the profile of a changlng eligible populatlon and its
housing condltions, \^re will comment on the approprlateness of the

allowance entlElement formula. The slmpllcity of t.he formula ralses
the questlon whether it can preclsely dlscriminate housing asslstance

needs among households. It assumes that all households can afford
exactly 25 percent of disposable income for housing regardless of life-
cycle stage, household size, and level and stability of income. It
also assumes that households of equaL slze need equal amounts of houslng.

trnle expect that those standards diverge from many household's per-

ceptions of their needs and ability to pay for housi-ng. For example, an

elderly couple may get used to living on a small budget, but a young house-

hold that has had a recent drop in income may feel unable to adjust to

a
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the same low leve1 of consumption. The latter household may also have

fixed conunitments such as car or furniture loans that strain their re-
duced income. Such a household feels it needs more housing than the

elderly couple, but 25 percent of the redrrced income seems excessive

for housing. Such differences in perceived needs will probably explain

different participation'behavior; they are thus important even if not

the basj-s for program eligibility rules.

RESEARCH TASKS

Eligibilitv Calcrrlations and Flags

We will produce one set of eligibility flags using actual rules
and fr*. Most of the work will repeat that done for baseline, with four

exceptions. First, adjusted gross income must include income imputed

from homeownerts equity. Although the procedure is straightforward, we

must decide when to estlmate missing data. Second, to better approxi-
mate the HAOs'determination of income eligibility,',/e will try to use

the job history grid of the household survey to estimate monthly house-

hold income. Third, we will try to impute assets from rental income,

since the HAO includes that asset category in the eligibility test.
Fourth, we will try to assess the size of errors introduced by our lack

of data on medical deductions and exempt earnings of fulltime strrdents

and minors.

Housing Cond j-t ions

)

We want to capture space and quality dimensions of housing

stances and perherps apply HAO standards to the household survey

We must examine and work with the survey and HAO data before we

present details. In addition, we intend to lncorporate related
and Analysis Group (DAG) work and ideas.

c ircum-
file.
can

Design

Population Estimates

We will estimate the joint distribution of the probability of

being eligible at survey wave f, for t = 1,2,3, 4 for each site. The

total number eligible at each wave and the number changing eligibility

a
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between waves can be calculated directly from the joint dlstribution
and the known population. If the data on job hlstory shed light on

changes ln eliglbility sratus over shorter perlods than the t.ime be-

tween survey waves, we will use shorter intervals.
The probabllity distribution is most easily estimated from the

weighted mean of the observatlons. As usual, the welghts w111 be the

inverse of the fractlon of all households in the strata for whlch we

have information. They wll1 differ from welghts used prevlously, since

we plan to obtain estimates of the ellgibillty at wave f,-l of those who

moved into our sample between wave f,-l ar,rd t. The survey data also

show the strata in which the movers resided at the tlme in question.

The weighting scheme assumes that all determirants of eligibility
are highly correlated wlth the varlables that define the strata. If
not, it should be possible to i-mprove on the simple estimates by using

polytomous logit analysis to determjne the relationshlp between house-

hold and housing characteristics and the probability of belng eligible
at each combination of points j-n tlme.*

An empirical Bayes procedure will be used to esti$ate the mean of

each independent variable in each stratum. Weighting the Bayes esti-
mates of strata means will produce the population means of the inde-
pendent variables that, when plugged into the polytomous logit functions,
will give the eligibility probabllity distrlbution. Similar proce-

dures will yield Ehe means of the i-ndependent varlables for each popu-

lati,on subcategory, and consequently the proportion of each group

eligible at each wave and the rates of flov into and out of ellgibillty.
It is also possible and perhaps desirable to directly estimate the pro-
portion in each eligibility state using an empirical Bayes technique.

Before making firm decisions, we will examine crosstabulatj-ons of
the distributlon of population categories by stratum, to determine the
magnitude of differences in population estimates that could result from

See Daniel A. Re11es,
eters from Sutuey Recotds,
797 8.

Using Weights to Estimate populati.on payon-
The Rand Corporatlon, WN-10095-HUD, April
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alLernative techniques. If they appear to be small, we will use the
simple weighted estimates. Otherwise, we w111 analyze part of the

Brown County baseline and wave 2 daEa by selectlng a sample from each

stratum. Those data will be used to fit predictive rnodels of the pro-
portion of each major population category in each of the four combina-

tions of eligible/not eligible at baseline and wave 2 using the three

alternative methods: (1) simple weightinB, (2) logit analysis, and

(3) direct empirical Bayes estimates of eligibility.
[,le will test our predictions on the remainder of the sample to

avoid overfittlng. The test may identify procedurai errors that, if
corrected, would significantly improve the precision of the estimates.

In that case, it will be necessary to verify the hypothesized improve-

ment by similar predictive analysis on St. Joseph County data.
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III. PARTICIPATION

DESCRIBING PARTICIPATION

We will orgatize the data to show what kinds of households join
the allowance program, what paths they take through the program, and

how long they stay. We will use three basic measures, all obtalnable
from HAO data, to describe partlcipation:

Counts of households in the ENRP and ERP sEates aE various
times.

Flows into and out of ENRP and ERP.

Durations of stay in ENRP and ERP.

Dividing flows by counts of households yields flow rates, most notably:

Enrollment rate--fraction of unenrolled eligibles who en-

ro11 in a period.

Authorization rate--fractlon of enrolled nonrecipients who

are firsE authorized for payment during a period.
Terminatlon rate--fraction of enrollees leaving the program

in a period.

The enrollment rate requires an estimate of the pool of eligibles
from household survey records; the others rely on HAO data on1y. We

will calculate separate termination rates for each combination of
origin (uNnp/nnp) and destination (eligible/not eligible).

Dividing counts of enrolled households by counts of those eli-
gible yields participation rates. Since we have defined two levels
of participation, we will need at least two participation rates: en-

ro11ee and recipient. The enrollee participation rate (P/ is defined

as l',,: ee/e, where ee = number of households in state ENRP or ERP,
F'

and c: number of households in state ENE, ENRP, or ERP. Thls rate
reflects both knowledge of the program and its general acceptance by

eligible households.

o

o

o

o

o
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The recipient parElcipation rate (P) is defined as P- = erp/e,
where erp = number of households in state ERP. This rate measures

program service. Enrollees do not benefit from the allowance program

until they receive payments. In fact, the possibility of enduring

the tedious enrollment process without being rewarded by allowance pay-

ments is a negative aspect of the program. PO measures the fraction
of eligibles belng helped by the program at any time. It is thus

analogous to other government program participation rates.
At each survey \rave, we w111 estimate participation rates to be

the weighted average of two separate estlmates: (1) the ratio of the

number of households participating in the program (known from HAO data)

to the estimat,ed size of the eligible population and (2) direct esti-
mates derived from models of the steps of participation. If the out-
comes of the steps of participation are independent of the fact of

being surveyed, then the two statistics are independent.

We will test that hypothesis by comparing the participatlon rates
in waves 2, 3, and 4 of ttrose surveyed ln the previous wave wlth those

not surveyed. Rough calculations suggest that the variances of all
estimated participation rates will be of the same magnitude, so the

combined esti-mate will have an error variance roughly half as large

as either alone. A1so, the two estimates can be compared for accuracy

and may tdentify procedural errors.

MODELING PARTICIPATION

We plan to model participation as a multistage process whose steps

can be modeled independently, at least for the first 1eve1 of analysis:

I

Obtain Contact
knowledge -> HAO

(preliminary
application)

Attend Sign par- Become
enrollment -+ ticipation -+ authorized '+ TerminaEe
interview agreement for

payment s

->

The preliminary application and enrollment intervie\^/ stages may be

combined, depending on our findings as to whether they represent differ-
ent decision types. Attending an enrollment j-nterview and signing the
participatlon agreement will also be combined if we find no slgnificant
differences. We separate them on the assumption that detalled information
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about leve1 of entitlement acquired during the enrollment- interview
may make the decision to sign an agreement different from the decision

to attend an interview.
After enrollment, the process branches and has complex feedback

loops (not shown on the above diagram). We will model the probability
of an enrollee's dwelling faillng the evaluation and the outcome of
failure--repair, move, or do nothing (eventually terminate).

Terminations, which may occur at any time after enrollment, pr€-
sent a special problern for our analysis. The HAO records contain de-

tailed reasons for termlnating, but the major reason--failure to

recertify--leaves lrs ignorant of a householdts eligibility status at
the time of termin;rtion. Io test the hypothesls that failing the
housing evaluation causes eligible households to terminate, we must

know whether a household was sti11 e1igible.
The eligibility status of households that fail to recertify is

so crucial to our research that we urge a special study of a sample of
such households. That study would require the effort and cooper-

ation of DAG, the Survey Group, the Field and Program Operations

Group, and the HAOs. Prompt action is essential to ensure the incor-
poration of the results into our research.

Decision To Apply

Many studies of public transfer programs implicitly assume that
program information is available and costless to the eligible popula-

tion. A priori, such an assumption seems unreasonable and probably

reflects lack of data on ttre eligible population's access to such in-
forrnation. Clearly, an eligible household cannot find the tlAO's tele-
phone number without some program kno\,/ledge, much less assess 1ts
eligibility for aid. We plan to incorporate program information into
the model as follows: We will first estimate the probability of having

knowledge about the program if one is eligible (P(KiE)), then estimate

the probability of applying if one is both knowledgeable and eligible
(P(tlK,E) ).

;t_

For example, in three years of program operation in Brown County,
32 percent of all terminations and 69 percent of terminations by house-
hokl that never rec-.eived payrnents \i/ere failures to recertif y.
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The potential reclplent applles i-n two distinct steps: (1) he

completes a preliminary applicatlon; then (2) he attends the enroll-
ment intervlew. Those who fill out a prellminary application but do

not attend an interview may dlffer from those who do both. Perhaps

the former do not follow through with an iltervi-ew because they are

borderline eligibles or because information abouL the program's hous-

lng or paperwork requirement.s (acqulred from friends or telephone con-

tact wi-th the HAO) changes thelr calculatlons about the consequences

of enrolling. We w111 determine whether each stage should be modeled

separately by examinlng crossEabulatlons for those who went to the

enrollment lntervj-ew after completing a preliminary application and

those who did not. If there are no differences between the tvro groups,

a single stage will suffice.
One approach to explainlng program knowledge assumes that those

most knowledgeable about the program are those most likely to be ex-

posed to program lnformatlon, such as persons who are j-nterested ln
local events, have a hlgh school diploma or better, belong to several

organlzations, or have contact with program recipj-ents. The second

approach focuses on selectlve attention and assumes that those wlth
a greater reason to know about the program (i.e., households with com-

paratlvely larger allowance entltlements or poorer housing conditions)
will be more likely to obtain program information.

We will incorporate both approaches lnto a single model as follows:

P(KIE) : f(x,rr) J

where P(KlE)

*7

= probabillty of obtalning some program knowledge glven

that the household is ellgible,
= a vector of varlables measuring exposure to program in-

formation,

= a vector of varlables measurlng attentlon to program
?k

informatlon.

*
Addttlonal detalls on how we construct the knowledge variable as

well as the speclflc measures of 11 and 12 car. be found in Phyllls L.
Elllckson, E\tblic Krouledge and Eualuation of Housing Allouances: St.
Joseph Countg, fndiana, 1975, The Rand Corporatlon, R-2190-H1lD, February
1978.
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Modeling the declsion to apply is somewhat trickier. We view it
as a function of householdst perceptions of the costs and benefits of

applying. Their perceived alternatives may differ from their actual
alternatives. Ttre problem is measuring their perceptions. We will
use wl'raf ever dat:r on perceptions.we have, such as attitudes toward

Elovernment programs or perceived housing conditlons. When we lack
data, we will substitute objective measures of the costs and benefits
of participating, reasoning that they are positively related to
perc ep tions.

Plany households may view the allowance program as a pure, or

nearly pure, income supplement--either they do not expect to increase

horrsing expenditures at all or their increases can be attributed to
the normal demand effect of increased income. If such households were

rational and had perfect information, they would calculate benefits
as the present value of their allowance entitlement. We cannot com-

pute the present value of allowances directly, but we can compute a

householdts entitlement and assess the potential duratlon of aIlow-
ances from sources of income and job history.

Because many households probably do not know their allowance en-

titlement before applying, alternative measures such as income or a

standard family budget div ided by income might correlate with a house-

holdts perceptlon of be,r.cfits better than actual allowance entiElement.
lf a trousehold perceivtrs a strong link between the program and housing

expenditures, housing expenditure (rather than total household expendi-

tures) divided by income may capture percelved benefiEs.

Some households may even view the allowance program as primarily
a housing pr:ogram and turn to it for relief when they see their housing

deteriorating, although they would not seek aid purely to relieve a

tight budget. Using questions from each previous survey of households,

we can measure perceived housing quality for all those who have stayed

in the survey panel from one year to the next. Survey data on the

present dwelling wlll suffice for those who have moved into sampled

units but have not appl.ied for an a1lowance. However, those who have

.i oined tire progrilm in order to move from inadequate housing pose a

problem. Since tire survey does not elicit data on their preenrollment
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dwelling, we will have to use data from the HAO files to develop a

measure of their household quality bef ore .pplyir-rg.'*

The major costs to households of applylng include acquiring in-
formatlon, spending time, and enduring threats to onets pride or

**
morale. Since we are restricting our model to knowledgeable house-

holds, information costs need not enter the argument here. Time costs

can be approximated by dlstance to the HAO. Because we susPect that
the burden of traveling to the ILAO rr ry be Elreater for some eligible:
groups (such as the elderly and the disabled) than others, we will
introduce an interaction term for those groups. l'o measure ttrreats to

onets pride or morale, we have a number of direct and indirect measures

of attitudes toward receiving government aid--attitudes towarcl welfare

recipients and toward the government helping the poor, whether or not

the household already receives other transfer palrments, and age and

race.

We think that those most 1ikely to apply are trouseholds with

positive attitudes toward welfare and governrnent help, those who a1-

ready receive government aid, and those whose relatives or friends

already receive allowances. For example, because blacks are dispro-
portionately poor and more likely to know others who already receive

aid, we expect them to be readier to apply than whites. Older people,

on the other hand, should be less 1ike1y to apPly, since they are more

tikely to feel threatened by the idea of dependence on government aid

and less likely to be suppolted by a social network that approves of

such aid.

*-
Incorporating perceived housing quality into the model of ob-

tainlng i-nf ormati-on also f aces this constra-int.
We think it unlikely that the expected cost of r:epairs will

affecE the household's decision to apply. If we are right, the co-
efficient for perceived houslng quality should be positive--i.e.,
it should reflect the perceived benefits of improving one's housing
rather than the cost of repairing it. If the coefficient is insignifi-
cant, it could indicate that expected repair costs cancel the expected
benefits of improving onets housing or that [he housing component is
not a sallent benefit to prospective applicants. If the latter out-
come occurs, we can determine which interpretation is most reasonable
from clierrtsr stated reasons for not applying.
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We can use the model to explain the facts \,ne already know--such

as the underrepresentation of elderly people in the program and the

overrepresentation of- blacks--and those uncovered in later analyses.

l'or example, we will investiga[e whether different responses are

attributable to observed differences between groups (in knowledge,

attitudes toward applying, income or housing characteristics), or

whether they represent unique group responses to the program. To fur-
ther illuminate the factors that affect an eligible householdrs re-
sponse to the allowance program, we wi-11 present welghted marginals
and crosstabulations of the following survey items:

Degree of program knowledge among speclfic target groups.

Reasons for not filling out a preliminary application.
Reasons for not enrolling.

Decision To Enro11

A few households that attend an enrollment interview and are

found eligible refuse to sign the participatlon agreement--4 percent

during the first three years in Brown County. They give reasons such

as a small allowance entitlement, a large administrative burden, and

an unwanted trousing evaluation. A11 those reasons suggest that they

considered the allowanr:e too smal1 to offset the inconvenience or

irritation caused by program requirements.

Probability of Enrol lment Dwelling Failure
A logit equation will be used, with the data restricted to those

whose enrollment dwelling was evaluated. The population category

variables will be entered to see if the housing standards differentlatlly
affect the population groLip. Size of household may be of particular
importance because of Ehe occupancy standards. We would like to have

indicators of normal income, but will have to settle for proxies such

as receiving income from unemployment insurance, or the HAOts decision
to schedule a special recertificatlon earlier than usua1. Another

possibly related attribute is whether the client values housing more

or I ess than average; one possible proxy is the proportion of income

sperlt for: housing before joining the allowance program.

o

o

o
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Outcome after Failure
A polytomous logit model will describe the clients who repaired,

moved, or terminated. l{e expect that the type of failure will be a

major determinant of the outcome of the failur:e of the enrollment
dwe11ing. For example, overcrowding will be less likely than other
failures to lead to successful repair. The cost of posslble repair
should also be negatively related to the probability of successful re-
pair. Cost data are available only for those who in fact repaired
their dwelling. A regression of those costs on the types of failure,
controlling for tenure, would yield cost estimates that are biase{
dovmwards but sti1l may be the most effective way to develop a scale
that separates the cheaply repaired housing failures from the more

expensive. Some data exploration will be required to determine if
this is a feasible approach. The alternative is to use simple, direct
predictors of outcome, such as number of failures and systems that failed.

A history of mobility would be a good surrogate for the perceived

personal costs of moving, but the only available information appears

to be the time of moving into the enrollment dwelling. A quadratic

or higher order polynomial in the length of time spent in the enro1l-
ment dwelling before enrollment will probably be necessary, since those

who have just moved lnto their enrollment dwelling and those who have

spent many years in it will probably be less likely to move than those

who have spent a year or two there.

Another predictor of a renterts decision to move is the availability
of alternative housing aE satisfactory t".,t."" Even in a competitive

market, some households will probably be gettlng bargains, whereas

others will be paying above-average rents. We will try to use a hedonic:

index based on housing characEeristi-cs to estimate the average market rent

The remaining possibility is that the client may indefinitely
maintain his enrollment wlthout receiving payments. However, only
eight clients who enrolled in the program in Brown County during the
first 12 months and an additional eleven who enrolled during the second
12 months are sti1l ENRP at the end of the rhlrd program year. This
option is thus exercised so infrequently that we will not formally
model it.

Ov,rners so
that outcome.

seldom move after enrollment that we will not model
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of housing units similar to each enrolleets unlt and then enter the

residual of the rent paid by the enrollee from that average into our

outcome equation.
The decislon to terminate from the program before receiving pay-

ments should be negarively correlated with the amount of the allowance

benefit but positively related to indicators showing that normal in-
come exceeds current income.

A11 determinants of ouLcome may differentially affect homeowners

and renters. Household size and life-cyc1e stage may also interact
with many of those determinants. The outcome equation will probably

require more data exploration than most others Lo determine if the

many interactions can be identified statistically.
We will also model rhe duration of time from fallure of enroll-

ment dwel.ling to outcome. The determinants of the duration resemble

those for outcome. hle have not yet decided which is the best approach

to tire problem. One possibility is to simply estimate the duration
of time in the ENRP state, given outcome. That has the advantage of

simplicity, and al1ows one to model termination as occurring at the

discrete times when r:ecertification is necessary, whereas decisions
to move and repair can occur anytlme.

An alternative strategy is to combine both the outcome and its
duration in a single simrrltaneous equation system. Such a model is
more like1y to corresporld to reality, in that some enrollees make

incremental decisions. !-or example, after its dwelling fails, a house-

hold may explor:e alternatives, reevaluating them as it gathers infor-
mation. The outcome and the time to reach it are thus determined

-lointly. By accounting for the simultaneity of fhe process that deter-
mines duration and outcome, rre would avoid blased coefficients that
might limit the ability to extrapolate from HASE ro an allor,rance pro-

granr with a different benefit or housing standard structure. Such a

model may require some new computer softvrare because of the multiple
outcomes and the bunched timing of terminations. Software will be

developed only if there is no satisfactory simpler alternative.
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Durati-on in the ERP State

The primary determinants of duration in the ERP state should be

those related to the probability of an eligible household becoming

ineligible, such as life-cycle stage and other ildi-cators of permanent

income. However, housing standards will also pay a role when the

enrolleers dwelling fails recertification and he again must either
repair or move. His willingness to accept those corjl:s should be re-
lated to the size of his housing allowance a.s well as the size of the

costs themselves.

Following termination the clienE becomes either ineligible or

eligible, unenrolled. Knowing the distribution of terminations between

the two categories as a function of major populati-on categories is
necessary for estimates of steady-sEate participation rates, and can

.-r'bu found only rvith new data on the reasons for failure to recertify.

Unif ied Participation Model

The preceding analysis of eligibles and participants will produce

estimates of the number of households in each state over time. The

flows between the states will be modeled either directly--as in the

case of eligibillty--or by using one or more of the decision models.

Therefore, the analysis of the decj-sion processes will show how the

flows between sEates are related to characteristics of the population,
time since program inception, and program parameters.

Our approach to analyzing the dynamics of the system will be sim-

ilar to the Markov model described earlier by Rydell, Mulford, and
*

Kozimor, but uiLL rnt assume that flow rates must be constant over

time and uiLL show how flow rates are related to program parameters.

The model will produce participation rates, disaggregated by category

of eligibles, as a function of time since program inception. We also

hope to predict participation rates under alternative benefit structures
and housing standards.

Dllnunics of Partici.prt.Lion in a Hctusirul Al. l.ctr,ta.rtc':e Prollrarn.
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IV. SCHEDULING

lil igib il ity and par t icipatlon research will dra\^I extensively on

the. household srrrvey and I{AO f iles. Figure 2 shows the periods covered

by:rll waves for the two types of files in the two sites. In Brown

CounLy, Ehe overlap between survey and HAO periods ends with the third
year of I{AO data; years 4 and 5 of HAO data have no corresponding sur-

vey data. In St. .Ioseph County, the fourth survey wave coincides with
the tlrsr half of the fourth year of HAO operation; the iast year-and-

a-half of IIAO data has no c-orrespondlng survey data.

The availability of data files and the critical path of research

tasks constrain our schedule. We cannot produce the final results until
we have all the data, and we cannot execute some tasks until r^/e com-

plete others.

A11 four waves of household survey files will not be in analysis
condition until February 1980, and we will not have the fifth year

of HAO records for St. Joseph County until some months later. Our re-
search need not stagnate until 1980, however. We will develop and test
metl'rodology on three years of data while awaiting data for the final
years.

Availability of houserhold survey f11es will be a major scheduling

constraint, because the last survey waves will correspond to inter-
mediate years of HAO data but the survey files w111 lag behind the HAO

files in terms of reildlness for analysis. Three-year cumulatlve HAO

files for both sites should be ready for analysis before the end of
L978. Files for waves 1 and 2 of the household survey are alteady in
analysis condition. The schedule for the remaining waves is as follows:

Brown County St. Joseph County

h/ave 3

['lave 4
October 1 978
July 1979

Wave 3:
Wave 4:

i{arch 197 9
February 1980

we can brriId time trends for survey population estimates and project
them ahead fo keep pace with HAO data to generate prellminary results.
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LEGEND :

HH = Household survey

HAP = Housing allowance program

1,2,3,4, 5 = Survey wave or program year

1976 1977 1978 1979

Fig. 2 
- 

Household survey and allowance program data collection
Brown and St. Joseph counties, 1974 - 80
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Constructing eligibility flags will receive first priority, be-

cause they are critical Eo many other tasks. For example, vre must

know who is eligible before v/e can study eligibles I decisions to apply

to the allowance program; and \{e must know which households on the

survey files are eligible before \,ne can estimate the population of

eligibles in each site.
Describlng participation (flows between and duratj-ons 1n states)

can begin concurrently wlth constructing eligibility flags because

most of the relevant data are jn HAO files (i.e., not dependent on

survey file eligibility flags). However, calculatlon of participation
rates and enrollment rates must await estimates of the eligible popu-

lation. Modeling the steps of participatlon will begin wifh the de-

cision to apply (as soon as eligibility flags are set) and probably

continue sequentially throughout the program. Linking models to de-
scribe the whole system and its path to equilibrium will be the last
task.


